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Abstract: Decarbonisation is becoming a central aim of countries around the globe, ensuring the
effects of climate change do not increase exponentially in the coming years. Renewable energy
generation is at the core of this decarbonisation process, enabling economies to divorce themselves
from a reliance on oil and coal. Hybrid energy systems can utilise multiple generation methods to
supply electrical demand best. This paper investigates the use of localised hybrid energy systems
around the UK, comparing the financial viability of solar, wind and hydrokinetic generation methods
both as a hybrid system and individually in different scenarios. The significance of having localised
hybrid energy systems is that they address two large problems within renewable energy generation,
that of storage issues and also generating the electricity far away from where it is actually used,
requiring extensive infrastructure. The microgrid optimisation software HOMER was used to
simulate each of the generation methods alongside the national grid, including lithium ion batteries
and converters to create a comprehensive hybrid system. Net Present Cost, which is the current value
of all the costs of installing and operating the system over the project lifetime, was considered as the
metric. The analysis finds that for each modelled location, wind turbines in combination with lithium
ion batteries and a converter is the system with the lowest Net Present Cost, with the exception of
Bristol, which also uses hydrokinetic turbines within the system. The findings indicate the extensive
wind resources available within the UK, along with identifying that certain locations around the
country also have very high potential for tidal power generation.

Keywords: energy; decarbonisation; hybrid; wind; solar; hydrokinetic; United Kingdom

1. Introduction

Decarbonisation is now becoming a principal issue within the economic policies of
developed countries, with the UK having set out a new plan to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions by 68% by the end of the decade compared to 1990 levels [1]. The importance of
decarbonisation can be viewed on a global or domestic basis. From a global standpoint,
climate change is having a dramatic effect on many planetary functions, such as fuelling
extreme weather systems or causing food shortages through changing rain patterns [2–4].
The effect on animal life is also accelerating [5], with increased carbon dioxide concentra-
tions and higher temperatures causing sea water to become more acidic [6]. Domestically
in the UK, air pollution can increase the risk of many chronic and acute respiratory diseases
and other cardiovascular health issues [7,8]. By reducing the emissions through decarbon-
isation methods, public health improves and the cost of health services reduces as well,
with a current estimated cost of GBP 1.4–3.7 billion per year in London [9]. This study
investigates the potential of wind, solar and hydrokinetic generation methods acting as
a localised hybrid system for the supply of clean energy to specific cities in the UK. The
hybrid system can include any of: the national grid, wind turbines, hydrokinetic turbines,
solar panels, converters and lithium ion batteries for energy storage [10]. By identifying
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the most financially viable solutions, informed decisions can be made in terms of the
location and makeup of the hybrid solutions. This offers a more systematic and achievable
approach to the decarbonisation of cities, utilising the proximity of generation to reduce
infrastructure costs and transmission losses.

Renewable energy is becoming a significant source of electricity production, with the
global generation capacity increasing from 636.7 TWh in 2009 to 2805.5 TWh in 2019 [11].
This represents an annualised growth rate of 16% per annum for the decade of 2009 to
2019. Of the 2805.5 TWh of total generation, 1429.6 TWh was generated through wind,
724.1 TWh through solar and 651.8 TWh through other renewables such as geothermal
and biomass [11]. While wind power makes up the majority of renewable capacity, the
generation type experiencing the largest growth in 2019 was solar energy, with a growth rate
of 24.3%. Large scale solar projects such as Bhadla Park in India [12] and the Longyangxia
Dam facility in China [13] have contributed significantly to the recent growth seen in solar
generation capacity, with these projects totalling 2.2 GW and 850 MW, respectively.

Currently, renewable energy generation occurs in very specific locations, often far
away from where the electricity is actually used, resulting in grid losses and large infrastruc-
ture requirements for the transmission of that energy. Additionally, a large problem with
renewables is that of over/under production depending on weather conditions and time of
year. This paper aims to address both of these issues, by assessing the use of local energy
hubs which factor both generation and storage methods into the cost of the system. Hybrid
and localised systems are becoming more common solutions for energy generation [14–18],
with greater research being undertaken into configurations and sizing methodologies for
the systems [19]. For the specific locations of localised systems, one study investigated
the effect of cities on wind patterns, finding that the complexity of airflows within cities
makes it difficult to make accurate predictions, which could lead to installations of wind
turbines at the incorrect location [20], something that must be addressed in subsequent
hybrid system analyses.

The growth in renewables is likely to continue, with coordinated international efforts
such as the Paris Agreement legally requiring countries to set ambitious targets every
5 years on climate action, known as Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs). The
object of the Paris agreement is to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius compared
to pre-industrial levels [21] and to encourage a systematic approach to reaching net zero
emissions by 2050. A report from the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [22]
details the potential impacts and risks associated with an increase in temperature greater
than 1.5 ◦C, including extreme temperature fluctuations in certain locations and higher
drought risks throughout arid areas. Such effects increase the necessity for countries to
improve their carbon emissions, regardless of the relative ease of doing so. Countries such
as Iceland and Scotland have considerable renewable resources that are being utilised in
electricity generation. Iceland sits on the Mid-Atlantic ridge, a very active volcanic zone
that helps to power geothermal plants. Additionally, seasonal meltwater runs from the
mountains to the sea, creating natural channels for hydropower resources to be exploited.
This natural landscape enables virtually 100% of electricity demand to be met with renew-
able sources [23]. Energy statistics for Scotland indicate that 97.4% of the country’s gross
electricity consumption was met through renewable sources [24], of which 71% comes from
onshore and offshore wind generation. Moreover, there are also several cities around the
world that are planning for being more sustainable through the decarbonisation and green
strategies they have planned [25–27].

An emerging technology for which a large proportion of development is happening
in Scotland is wave power. This encompasses a number of different methods of generation,
with the main technologies being tidal barrages and horizontal axis hydrokinetic turbines.
The hydrokinetic turbines work similarly to wind turbines, using the tidal stream to turn
rotors that power a generator. The difference is that water is 832 times denser than air,
and as such the energy density of flow is significantly higher. For a hydrokinetic turbine
operating at 2–3 m/s, as much as four times more energy per square metre of rotor area
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can be harvested compared to a similarly power rated wind turbine [28]. Tidal barrage
systems work very similarly to dammed hydropower installations in that the difference
in height between two points can be utilised to drive a turbine. The tidal barrage spans a
section of river or bay, with sluice gates that can be shut at any point to stop flow past the
barrage. At low tide, the sluice gates open, allowing water to flow into the river until high
tide, at which point the gates are closed to stop the water from returning as usual. The
water is instead fed through turbines within the barrage to generate power as it is released.
In each case, the predictability of ocean currents and tidal movement makes tidal energy
an attractive energy source, enabling more straightforward grid power management due
to lower variations in generation than wind turbines or solar. The drawback is that only
certain locations are suitable for tidal generation to be economically competitive.

Another emerging technology is that of concentrated solar photovoltaics. This tech-
nology focusses solar irradiation onto a small area by means of a system of angled mirrors
or lenses [29]. This creates a large amount of heat, which can either be used directly for
heating, or as a means of driving a turbine to generate electricity. When a heat storage
system is installed, the system is able to produce heat or electricity for a certain period
of time after the sun has gone down. Similarly to tidal energy, the drawback is that the
amount of solar irradiance required to reach a sufficiently high temperature can only be
achieved in certain locations, such as North Africa, Australia and parts of the Western
United States.

A large factor in making any renewable system an effective solution is the ability
to store excess power for periods of time when it is not possible to generate power. The
conventional approach is to use a lithium ion battery, with companies such as Tesla de-
veloping large scale battery systems with capacities of up to 3 MWh [30]. Promising new
technologies aim to use gravitational potential to store energy, without the problems of
battery ageing or temperature sensitivity experienced by the lithium ion. Gravitricity, as an
example, is a startup that aims to harness this gravitational energy, initially using old mine
shafts [31]. Excess power from renewables can be used to store energy by driving a winch
that raises a weight of up to 12,000 tonnes up the mine shaft. When power is required, the
weight can then be released to create electricity, with the speed of release offering either
low power for sustained periods of time, or high peak power for a shorter duration. The
Swiss company Energy Vault uses the same concept but instead with multiple concrete
blocks being suspended from a six arm crane configuration [32]. The simplicity of design
of these gravitational systems, along with the cheap materials used, has the potential for a
significantly lower cost of energy storage in both capital expenditure and operating cost.

While for countries with greater renewable resources it is a good financial choice to
invest in clean energy, countries that do not possess resources to the same extent have less
incentive to invest in renewable energy. Lower energy costs may encourage businesses in
these countries to invest in renewable energy since higher profits can be achieved without
having to raise energy prices. Another study suggests that there is between 215 GW and
250 GW of potential tidal capacity in the British Isles [33], while an energy research unit
in Oxford, UK estimated that there is an economically accessible wind energy potential
of 675 GW at a levelised cost of GBP 110–120 per MWh [34]. This represents significant
potential energy that can be harnessed through each method of generation, enabling the
UK to move fully to renewable energy.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

This study utilises HOMER Microgrid software [35] to identify and compare the most
financially viable hybrid system in terms of the Net Present Cost of the solution. HOMER
is a simulation model that simulates a viable solution for all possible combinations of the
equipment chosen to be included within the system. Net Present Cost is the chosen metric
by which to measure hybrid systems because, while a fully renewable system would be the
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ideal case scenario, the reality is that cost plays a pivotal role in deciding whether or not to
pursue a project.

By simulating multiple locations around the UK, a comprehensive account of the
available resources can be made. When modelled using the three different generation
methods of solar, wind and hydro energy, it can be calculated whether certain locations
in the country favour one generation type in particular. Three different sizes of wind
turbine will be modelled so as to determine whether a larger or smaller size is the most
effective within the hybrid system. Solar arrays of varying sizes will also be modelled so
as to account for the economies of scale experienced within solar plants. When storage
facilities are also included within the simulation, a fully hybrid system can be designed
that will best deliver the electrical demand required. More state-of-the-art technology
was considered; however, it was decided that it was not applicable for this specific study.
For solar, state-of-the-art technology is concentrated solar power, which uses mirrors and
lenses to focus light onto a receiver. The UK does not receive enough solar irradiation for
this generation method to be plausible; therefore, it was not considered in the study. For
storage methods, as mentioned in the Introduction section, gravitational storage methods
offer very promising results; however, these are still in the developmental stage and as
such were not considered within the simulation.

The data can also be used to determine the feasibility of the projects in terms of land
area used and the environmental impact of manufacturing the specific system in different
locations. While the simulation will present the lowest Net Present Cost hybrid system,
data are additionally produced that show the lowest Net Present Cost of the individual
generation methods. This data will also be analysed to gain an understanding of the
proportion of individual generation methods supplying the electrical demand, and can be
used to aid decision making on the feasibility of each system.

Modelled locations were chosen based on their current energy demand and any
comparative advantage in resources that may be available. Specifically, only locations
within the top 25% of electricity demand were considered, according to government
statistics on sub-national electricity usage [36]. The comparative advantages in terms of
resources were identified by analysing data from global wind and solar atlases [37,38],
along with Admiralty tidal atlases for the UK waters [39]. By considering these factors, the
chosen locations are shown in Table 1, with the annual and daily consumption figures along
with the comparative advantage. For any tidal or wind turbines modelled, the specific
location is within 20 miles of the city, given that the tidal resource is rarely in the city
itself, and the wind resource can be complex. Scotland has not been included in the choice
of locations because the renewable resource already produces 31.8 TWh per annum, the
equivalent of 97.4% of the gross electricity consumption of the country [24]. The exception
to these location selection criteria is Exeter. Exeter has been simulated as an example of a
smaller electrical load demand.

Table 1. Modelling locations information.

Location Comparative Advantage Annual Energy Demand (GWh) Daily Energy Demand (kWh)

Bournemouth Solar 1473 4,035,616
Brighton Solar 928 2,542,466

Bristol Hydro 1769 4,846,575
Exeter Solar 544 1,517,808

Leicester Wind 1310 3,589,041
Manchester Wind 2544 6,969,863
Newcastle Wind 1187 3,252,055
Plymouth Solar 882 2,416,438

Portsmouth Hydro 880 2,410,959
Swansea Hydro 888 2,432,877

The solar and wind atlas data are shown visually in Figures 1 and 2, with the scale
for the intensity of each resource shown at the top right of the figure. It can be seen that
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Bournemouth, Brighton and Plymouth are in close proximity to higher solar irradiance,
while Manchester, Newcastle and Leicester are close to extensive wind resources.
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Figure 2. Wind atlas data of chosen locations [38].

Figure 3 provides an example of how the Admiralty tidal atlases show tidal stream
data. The location shown is for Bristol, with the specific point at which turbines are being
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modelled highlighted within the red boxes. A different page is given for each of the hourly
time steps from 6 h before to 6 h after high water at Dover. The specific pages shown are
at 5 and 3 h after high water at Dover. These are being shown to give an indication of the
fluctuation in power output which will be experienced by the turbine throughout the day
due to the changing tidal speeds. The two values at each point represent neap and spring
tide rates, a factor which is considered when calculating the average tidal resource for each
location. The hourly data can be manipulated to achieve a useful format which can be
input into HOMER.
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2.2. Theory and Calculation

The HOMER software was chosen because of the ability of the software to consider
optimal microgrid design. The software is capable of considering systems of all sizes, even
small villages running off a diesel generator. However, the software has been programmed
using the UK national grid system as the base delivery of power for this simulation. Re-
newable generation sources can be added, using resource data to calculate the contribution
to electrical demand that can be supplied, and the associated costs of using this type
of generation as opposed to the grid. The simulation can be programmed to operate a
microgrid system for an entire year in time steps of one minute to one hour. For this study,
time steps of one hour were chosen, since the purpose is to gain a high-level understanding
of the resources available and most efficient system at each location, rather than predict the
specific production of each generation method each minute. The optimisation software
within HOMER uses an algorithm to determine the system that best serves the electrical
demand, based on the desired output. The Optimizer is discussed further within the
Experimental section. HOMER optimises the system based on the architecture, or amount
of each piece of hardware, with the lowest Net Present Cost. Based on this architecture,
the Renewable Fraction of the system is shown, which is the proportion of the electricity
demand supplied through renewable sources. HOMER uses the resources available along
with the production profile of the specific pieces of hardware to calculate this fraction.

The Net Present Cost is the present value of the installation and operational costs
of the entire system, not accounting for any revenues generated by the sale of electricity
from the system over its entire lifetime. The discount rate is the interest rate used to
determine the present value of future cash flows in Discounted Cash Flow Analysis. This
may also be applied to the system, in which case HOMER calculates the discounted costs
by multiplying the nominal costs by the discount factor.

The discount factor is calculated using the real discount rate and number of years the
discount is applied for, shown in Equation (1) [35];

Discount f actor =
1

(1 + i)N (1)

where:
i = Real discount rate (%)
N = Number of years
A key metric for evaluating the system is the levelised cost of energy. This is defined as

the average cost per kWh of useful electricity generated by the system. This is a particularly
useful metric because it enables the comparison between the effectiveness of differently
sized systems. For systems that incorporate a generator or other forms of combustion to
generate power, the cost of energy is calculated using Equation (2) [35];

COE =
Cann,tot − cboiler Hserved

Eserved
(2)

where:
Cann,tot = Total annualised cost (GBP £/year)
Cboiler = Boiler marginal cost (GBP £/kWh)
Hserved = Total thermal load served (kWh/year)
Eserved = Total electrical load served (kWh/year)
None of the PV, solar or hydrokinetic systems used requires a thermal load to be met,

and therefore the cost of energy can be found using Equation (3) [35];

COE =
Cann,tot

Eserved
(3)

A number of further outputs can be useful in analysing any given system, enabling
the consideration of factors other than the present cost of the system or the cost of energy.
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The initial capital shows the total capital required to install all components at the beginning
of the project, while the operating cost is the annualised value of all costs and revenues
other than the initial capital outlay. The operating cost is calculated using Equation (4) [35];

Coperating = Cann,tot − Cann,cap (4)

where:
Cann,tot = Total annualised cost (GBP £/year)
Cann,cap = Total annualised capital cost (GBP £/year)
The revenues generated can be accounted for using the discounted payback time,

which is the number of years it would take to recover the difference in investment costs
between the simulated and base systems. This can be determined by the point at which the
discounted cash flow line crosses the cash flow line of the base system. This is a very useful
indicator, especially with regard to the initial capital and operating cost. Since the initial
capital required to implement systems is often very high, a low projected payback time can
give investors more confidence to invest the capital and sustain the operating cost in the
knowledge that returns will be made quickly. HOMER shows the results of the simulations
ranked by the lowest Net Present Cost; however, the architecture of the system, cost of
energy, initial capital and renewable fraction can all be viewed easily in the results space,
enabling factors other than present cost to be taken into account when choosing a system if
required.

The data referred to above can be manipulated in order to produce outputs that
analyse the system but are independent of the size of the value itself or the system. This
enables a better comparison between locations, along with highlighting key information
within each system individually. The percentage contribution of each component to the
total electricity generation is one metric that is independent of size, and can be calculated
using Equation (5) [35];

Percentage o f generation =
Component annual generation

Total annual generation
(5)

The percentage generation can be used to calculate the total emissions saved by the
system, and as such the cost per tonne of CO2 removed by the system. The individual
component contributions to total electricity production ratio is an important statistic
because each generation method and storage component produces different emissions per
kWh. The values used to calculate the individual emissions are shown in Table 2, with the
grid emissions value from government conversion factors included so as to calculate the
emissions saved.

Table 2. Emissions of production associated with components.

Location Emissions
(kWCO2e per kWh) Reference

Grid 0.2556 [35]
Wind turbine 0.025 [36]
Hydro turbine 0.015 [36]

Solar panels 0.058 [37]
Lithium ions 0.061 [38]

The specific equation used for determining the cost per tonne of CO2 saved is shown
in Equation (6) [35];

Cost per tonne =
Base system emissions − Hybrid system emissions

Net Present Cost
(6)

The solar and wind data for each location can be downloaded to HOMER from NASA
Prediction of Worldwide Energy Resources databases [40]. Solar data are downloaded
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as GHI data (Global Horizontal Irradiance). This is the total solar radiation incident on
a horizontal surface, and is the sum of the DNI (Direct Normal Irradiance) and ground
reflected radiation. Table 3 gives a list of average radiation received and the clearness
index of each location, while Figure 4 shows a graphical plot of this data for Brighton and
Newcastle, the highest and lowest solar irradiance values, respectively.

Table 3. Solar irradiance and clearness index values.

Location Average Solar Irradiance
(kWh/m2/day) Average Clearness Index

Bournemouth 3.15 0.446
Brighton 3.15 0.448

Bristol 2.64 0.382
Exeter 2.96 0.419

Leicester 2.64 0.396
Manchester 2.7 0.402
Newcastle 2.61 0.409
Plymouth 3.11 0.433

Portsmouth 3.15 0.448
Swansea 2.64 0.383
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Monthly wind resource is calculated using specific parameters that enable a more
realistic model to be made of the available resource. These parameters are:

• Weibull K value—Reflects the breadth of a distribution of wind speeds. This can be
used to account for gusty locations that have fluctuating wind speeds

• Diurnal pattern strength—Reflects how strongly the wind speed tends to depend on
the time of day

• Hour of peak windspeed—The hour of day that, on average, tends to be the windiest
• 1 h autocorrelation factor—Reflects how strongly the wind speed in one time step

depends on the wind speeds in previous time steps
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Table 4 shows the wind resource at each location, while Figure 5 shows the monthly
breakdown for Newcastle, which has a high average wind speed of 8.14 m/s and peak
average of 9.91 m/s in January, despite having the lowest solar irradiance value of the
study. It can be seen that the wind speed is higher from October through to February,
correlating with the months of highest demand.

Table 4. Wind resource at each location.

Location Average Wind Speed (m/s)

Bournemouth 7.85
Brighton 7.82

Bristol 7.29
Exeter 7.74

Leicester 8.06
Manchester 8.24
Newcastle 8.14
Plymouth 7.68

Portsmouth 7.84
Swansea 7.54
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The tidal average is more difficult to determine. The Admiralty tidal atlases provide
tidal stream data at different times of day, namely within 6 h before and after the high-water
time. At each time step, two separate values are included. These represent the spring and
neap tide flow rates, given in knots. So as to ensure the actual tidal resource is modelled
rather than a biased value of either the spring or neap tidal rates, an equal split of neap
and spring rates has been input into HOMER as the hydrokinetic resource. This is shown
in Figure 6, which shows the tidal resource at Bristol, the highest within the study.
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However, this flow rate cannot be taken as a simple average flow rate value for the
spring and neap values. This is because power is produced from hydrokinetic turbines in a
cubic relationship relative to the velocity, as shown in Equation (7) [31];

P(t) =
1
2

ρAv(t)3 (7)

To find the average speed, the power generation at each time step was calculated,
using a constant value for the area. These values were then summed and the average
velocity found by manipulation of the Equation (7) to give Equation (8) [35];

v(t) = 3

√
2P(t)

ρA
(8)

However, the cut in speed in the turbine of 0.8 m/s must be taken into account. Since
the turbine will not be producing any power under speeds of 0.8 m/s, any lower tidal
speed values are said to produce 0 W of power, thus adjusting the average for realistic
production from the turbine. This calculation process and any adjustments are shown in
Table 5, which shows the tidal data for Bristol. The remaining hourly data and individual
average speeds are shown in Appendix A.

Table 5. Calculation process for Bristol tidal average.

BRISTOL
Speed (knots) Speed (m/s) Power (J)

Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Springs Neaps

6B 23 43 1.183 2.212 847.312 5536.883
5B 16 29 0.823 1.492 285.246 1698.455
4B 9 16 0.463 0.823 0 285.246
3B 6 11 0.309 0.566 0 0
2B 16 30 0.823 1.543 285.246 1880.285
1B 20 38 1.029 1.955 557.122 3821.297

HW 20 37 1.029 1.903 557.122 3527.485
1A 20 37 1.029 1.903 557.122 3527.485
2A 17 32 0.875 1.646 342.142 2281.970
3A 7 13 0.360 0.669 0 0
4A 18 34 0.926 1.749 406.142 2737.138
5A 31 58 1.595 2.984 2074.651 13,587.637
6A 26 48 1.338 2.469 1223.996 7701.648

TOTAL 549 3584
AVERAGE 2066

Density Area Combined average speed (m/s) Individual average speed (m/s)
1023 1 1.347 Neaps Springs

0.358 2.335

HOMER was programmed to optimise the system based on different energy demand
profiles, namely residential, community, commercial and industrial. For this model, the
community demand profile has been used, since this is the demand that is experienced
within cities. A peak month of demand of January is also chosen, since this models the
higher winter demand experienced in the UK. The demand profile can be scaled to fit any
electrical demand, based on the daily average consumption of the location. These are the
values shown in Table 1 within the Methodology section. A visual representation of both
the daily and monthly electrical loads can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows a data
map of Portsmouth, where it can be seen that there are small peaks in demand between
08:00 and 11:00, with the highest demand being experienced between the hours of 17:00
and 23:00. Figure 8 shows the corresponding monthly demand profile as a box plot so
as to show the real fluctuations that will be experienced day to day, instead of simply an
average value. The demand follows a clear trend, with winter months demanding greater
energy and summer months having lower demand. However, the most visible difference
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is the spread in values for summer and winter, with the winter maximum values being
considerably higher, with a peak demand of 358,420.72 kW. The electricity price is taken as
GBP 0.195 per kWh, as this was the average cost of electricity in the UK between January
and June 2020 according to Ofgem statistics [41].
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Figure 8. Monthly average electricity consumption of Portsmouth.

Further relevant parameters for the study are shown in Table 6. HOMER calculates
the real discount rate as discussed in the Methodology section. The chosen inflation rate of
2% is the target rate for the Bank of England. While the current rate during the Coronavirus
pandemic is 0.7%, this is not representative of more normal circumstances. The discount
rate of 8% and the project lifespan of 25 years are standard values.
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Table 6. Other input parameters.

Location Value

Currency GBP
Inflation rate 2%
Discount rate 8%

Real discount rate 5.88%
Project lifespan 25 years

The generation hardware modelled are practically sized pieces of equipment at real
prices, ensuring the simulations produce a realistic output. For the wind turbines, three
different sizes have been simulated. These are 900 kW, 2.5 MW and 4 MW, based on
the EWT DW 61, GE 2.5–120 and Enercon E126 EP3 turbines, respectively. The solar
arrays modelled are 1 kW, 12 kW, 100 kW and 1000 kW, since these are common sizes for
household or industrial arrays. Since hydrokinetic turbines are a relatively new technology,
only one turbine has been modelled, as there are not significant data available on other
models. The modelled hydrokinetic turbine is an AR1500 made by Simec Atlantis. The
specific costs of each component are shown in Table 7, with the annual operational cost
and lifetime also included.

Table 7. Component sizes and costs.

Component Initial Cost (GBP, £) Operational Cost
(GBP, £) Lifetime Reference

900 kW wind turbine 1,000,000 15,000 20 [41]
2.5 MW wind turbine 2,000,000 25,000 20 [42]
4 MW wind turbine 2,500,000 30,000 20 [41]

1 kW solar array 1500 10 25 [43]
12 kW solar array 13,000 150 25 [43]
100 kW solar array 95,000 1250 25 [44]

1000 kW solar array 850,000 5000 25 [45]
1.5 MW hydro turbine 2,170,000 30,000 25 [46]

Lithium ion battery (kWh) 137 2 Degradation of 30% [47]
Converter 300 0 15 [48]

Any conversions between Dollars and Pounds are taken at 1 USD = 0.7229 GBP [42]. Any conversions between Euros and Pounds are taken
at 1 EUR = 0.8353 GBP [43].

A lithium ion battery is also included within the model, to allow the system to
check whether installing battery storage is a financially efficient solution. The wind and
hydrokinetic turbines both produce power as AC current, while the solar panels and
lithium ion battery both produce power as DC current. To allow the turbines to store any
excess energy they may produce, along with allowing the lithium ion battery and solar
panels to provide power to the grid, a converter must also be included within the system.
The efficiency of the converter is modelled as a standard value of 95%. Information on each
component is included within Table 7.

The makeup of the system can be easily visualised with a schematic diagram. Figure 9
shows the schematic used for each location, where the differentiation between the AC and
DC systems can be clearly identified, along with the peak electrical load which will be
experienced. The peak load of 361,679.12 kW shown in Figure 9 is that for Swansea, whilst
the remaining peak loads are shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Peak electrical load at each location.

Location Peak Electrical Load
(kW Peak)

Bournemouth 599,947.33
Brighton 377,970.97

Bristol 720,507.03
Exeter 225,642.10

Leicester 533,558.09
Manchester 1,036,161.68
Newcastle 483,460.69
Plymouth 359,235.25

Portsmouth 358,420.72
Swansea 361,679.12

To calculate the wind turbine output, HOMER first calculates the wind speed at
the hub height of the turbine. This is conducted by applying the logarithmic law, using
Equation (9) [35];

Uhub = Uanem ×

 ln
(

zhub
z0

)
ln
(

zanem
z0

)
 (9)

where:
Uhub = Hub height wind speed (m/s)
Uanem = Anemometer wind speed (m/s)
Zhub = Hub height (m)
Zanem = Anemometer height (m)
Z0 = Surface roughness length (m)
Once the hub height wind speed has been calculated, HOMER uses the power curve

of each respective turbine to calculate the output, assuming that at any value above or
below the minimum and maximum speeds the turbine produces no power. Since the tidal
speed change is assumed to be negligible with depth, a logarithmic law is not applied to
the hydrokinetic resource. As such, the hydrokinetic turbine output is calculated using the
power output at the corresponding tidal speed based on the power curve of the turbine, as
shown in Figure 10.
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The solar output is calculated in an equation relating all the input values and the solar
resource available. The effect of temperature is not modelled, and therefore the temperature
coefficient of power is taken to be 0. Therefore the equation used by HOMER is shown in
Equation (10) [35];

PPV = YPV fPV

(
GT

GT,STC

)
(10)

where:
PPV = PV array output (kW)
YPV = Rated capacity of PV array (kW)
fPV = PV derating factor (%)
GT = Solar irradiance incident on the PV array (kW/m2)
GT,STC = Incident radiation at standard test conditions (kW/m2)
The HOMER Pro software was developed with an optimisation algorithm that signifi-

cantly simplifies the design process for identifying the lowest Net Present Cost microgrid
systems. The HOMER Optimizer is a proprietary derivative free algorithm that was devel-
oped to work specifically for HOMER. The main benefit of the Optimizer is that the user
does not have to specify all the possible options that need to be simulated. This means not
having to define the specific number of each component that needs to be tested. Instead,
details such as the location, electrical load and cost estimates are input to the software,
and then HOMER finds the required architecture to create the lowest Net Present Cost
system itself. When the number of each component is input, there are a set number of
combinations to be run, which is often very high. The Optimizer is significantly faster than
simply inputting values, since the algorithm can identify that systems such as storage with
no converter would not allow the transfer of energy, and as such are not worth pursuing
further. Therefore, the algorithm only works on systems that do not have obvious flaws,
until it runs to convergence to find the final values.

This capability is most noticeable when the ideal number of components such as solar
panels or batteries to provide energy for whole cities is being simulated, as is the case in this
study. Since a large number of panels is obviously required, user input values would either
need to be very near to the actual amount required, or thousands of simulations of different
combinations would be run unnecessarily. A graphical summary of the methodology is
shown in Chart 1, which highlights the key objectives of environmental, economic and
social improvement, along with identifying the key steps which must be considered.
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3. Results

The full results for the lowest Net Present Cost hybrid systems are shown in Appendix B,
which has results for each of the three different wind turbines separately, along with the
information for the base grid system as a reference. Table 9 shows a summary of the main
results generated by HOMER. In each case, the 4 MW turbine is the choice for the lowest
cost system. Table 10 shows the Base system costs, which emphasises how much cheaper
the hybrid system is in the long term. All payback times throughout this report are in years.

Table 9. Results for lowest Net Present Cost hybrid systems.

Location Net Present Cost
(GBP, £)

Initial Capital
(GBP, £)

Operating Cost
(GBP, £)

Cost of Energy
(GBP, £)

Payback
Time

Renewable
Fraction

Bournemouth 1,025,596,000 536,602,985 37,825,780 0.03543 2.28 92.8
Brighton 651,319,500 340,695,218 24,028,150 0.03593 2.30 94.9

Bristol 1,219,563,000 657,401,110 43,485,680 0.03415 2.32 95.2
Exeter 386,684,100 203,360,176 14,180,910 0.03471 2.29 95.1

Leicester 898,865,200 477,394,895 32,602,570 0.03473 2.27 95.3
Manchester 1,743,376,000 927,816,966 63,087,050 0.03500 2.27 95.3
Newcastle 823,653,400 435,016,681 30,062,750 0.03532 2.29 95.1
Plymouth 621,136,300 323,382,716 23,032,540 0.03554 2.30 94.9

Portsmouth 614,303,400 323,027,212 22,531,490 0.03471 2.29 95.2
Swansea 623,906,600 326,217,080 23,027,590 0.03528 2.30 95.0
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Table 10. Base system data.

Location Net Present Cost
(GBP, £)

Initial Capital
(GBP, £)

Operating Cost
(GBP, £)

Cost of Energy
(GBP, £)

Payback
Time

Renewable
Fraction

Bournemouth 3,713,235,000 0 287, 235,000 0.195 - 0
Brighton 2,339,364,000 0 180,960,000 0.195 - 0

Bristol 4,459,411,000 0 344,955,000 0.195 - 0
Exeter 1,396,559,000 0 108,030,000 0.195 - 0

Leicester 3,302,334,000 0 255,450,000 0.195 - 0
Manchester 6,412,991,000 0 496,073,000 0.195 - 0
Newcastle 2,992,268,000 0 231,465,000 0.195 - 0
Plymouth 2,223,403,000 0 171,990,000 0.195 - 0

Portsmouth 2,218,362,000 0 171,600,000 0.195 - 0
Swansea 2,238,529,000 0 173,160,000 0.195 - 0

The architecture of each system shows the number of each component included in
each hybrid system, as shown in Table 11. This shows that all of the systems utilised solely
wind turbines together with converters and lithium ion batteries, except for Bristol which
also has tidal turbines included within the system. As such, the percentage of energy
generated from all of the systems is 100% wind power, except for Bristol which has 89.8%
wind power and 10.2% tidal power, as shown in Appendix B. The split of generation
methods is also true for locations with smaller demand such as Exeter, which uses solely
wind turbines within the lowest Net Present Cost system.

Table 11. Architecture of lowest Net Present Cost systems.

Location Wind Turbine
Number

Hydro Turbine
Number

Solar Panel
Numbers

Lithium ion
Battery (kWh) Converter (kW)

Bournemouth 111 0 0 1,391,183 228,370
Brighton 70 0 0 901,061 140,833

Bristol 126 42 0 1,326,536 231,752
Exeter 43 0 0 513,315 85,120

Leicester 98 0 0 1,248,090 204,689
Manchester 188 0 0 2,469,768 398,196
Newcastle 89 0 0 1,131,594 191,628
Plymouth 68 0 0 833,792 130,511

Portsmouth 68 0 0 819,750 135,738
Swansea 69 0 0 832,060 132,416

A fully detailed breakdown of the initial capital costs for each hybrid system is also
given in Appendix B, with two cases being shown in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows the
breakdown for Manchester, including costs for the wind turbines, converter and lithium ion
battery storage. All of the simulated locations except for Bristol have similar breakdowns
to Manchester in that HOMER calculated that the lowest Net Present Cost system was
made up solely from these three generation and storage components. Figure 12 shows the
breakdown for Bristol, which also includes tidal turbines within the lowest Net Present
Cost system.

The emissions produced by each component for each system are shown in Appendix B.
This has been manipulated to show the cost per tonne of CO2 saved using the calculations
detailed in the Methodology section. The calculated values are shown in Table 12, which
shows the cost for the lowest Net Present Cost system, the 4 MW turbine, along with the
two other types of turbine. The data show that while the 4 MW turbine has the lowest Net
Present Cost system and the highest renewable fraction, the 2.5 MW turbine has the lowest
cost for the removal of CO2. The explanation for this comes from the emissions associated
with the large number of lithium ion batteries required for the 4 MW and 900 kW turbines,
as opposed to the 2.5 MW turbine which has very few batteries.
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Table 12. Cost per tonne of emissions saved.

Location
Lowest Net Present Cost

(4 MW)
(GBP, £)

2.5 MW Turbine
(GBP, £)

900 kW Turbine
(GBP, £)

Bournemouth 4,460.19 3,121.30 3,996.04
Brighton 4,477.29 3,146.82 4,065.28

Bristol 4,203.73 3,025.11 3,686.15
Exeter 3,981.56 3,315.06 4,531.00

Leicester 4,324.43 3,049.13 3,951.20
Manchester 4,245.00 3,035.20 3,971.43
Newcastle 4,340.04 3,098.01 3,995.43
Plymouth 4,584.95 3,179.27 4,042.48

Portsmouth 4,440.16 3,128.17 3,989.52
Swansea 4,259.77 3,174.24 4,021.90

The results for systems simulating each generation method individually are given in
Appendix C. Figure 13 shows a comparison between the Net Present Cost of the hybrid
systems compared to each individual system. It can be seen that the hybrid system
dramatically reduces the Net Present Cost, by a factor of between 72% and 73% for each
location. For all of the systems except for Bristol, the lowest Net Present Cost hybrid system
is the same as that of wind turbine only. For each location, the solar only systems were
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cheaper than the base grid system cost; however, they were considerably more expensive
than the wind only or hybrid systems. For the hydro turbine only systems, there is a
large range in terms of the Net Present Cost. For Bristol and Portsmouth, the hydro only
systems are cheaper than the solar systems, while in Swansea the hydro only system is more
expensive than solar only but cheaper than the current base system. For all other locations,
the tidal resource is not sufficient to generate electricity consistently, and therefore the base
system cost is taken.
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Figure 13. Net Present Cost comparisons between systems.

The results do rely heavily on the availability of renewable resources. With the object
of the paper to assess which generation methods best satisfy the electrical demand of
each specific location, it is clear that the effectiveness of each generation method can vary
significantly, and as such, system architecture must be tailored to each location.

4. Discussion

While the long-term financial benefit is shown clearly in all systems, both in terms of
Net Present Cost and also Operating Cost, each system still requires a large initial capital
expenditure. This expenditure equates to almost twice the amount of the base system
annual operating cost. Despite the financial benefits being clear, finding such large amounts
of capital requires significant investment, potential subsidies and even potential policy
changes at the governmental level to encourage the investment further.

This is an even greater consideration when the time lag of construction is considered,
as the base system will have to be used during the entire construction phase, even though
the initial capital payment may have been made. Depending on the size of the installation,
this can represent a significant amount. The lowest Net Present Cost systems all use the
4 MW wind turbine as opposed to the smaller 2.5 MW and 900 kW turbines. While the
system using the larger turbine produces more energy in fewer turbines and for a lower Net
Present Cost, far greater infrastructure is required to enable the increased energy produced
to be effectively harvested. This is made possible through the lithium ion battery. However,
the use of these batteries incurs a high environmental cost in terms of the mining which
has to take place to make this storage method feasible. The environmental degradation
caused by mining raises questions as to the long-term sustainability of batteries as a storage
method, and also increases the importance of investment in other storage methods such as
gravitational storage. By making these less environmentally damaging storage methods
financially competitive, the emissions created by the entire generation system can be
greatly reduced.

The battery also increases the financial cost substantially, and as such, the cost of
energy. As shown in Appendix B, the cost of energy for the system that simulates the
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2.5 MW turbine is consistently lower than that of the 4 MW turbine, which is due to
the very low amount of batteries required for the 2.5 MW turbine. The choice of system
depends on the object of the specific location, since the 2.5 MW turbine system will generate
energy more cheaply and this will mean a higher rate of return on investment; however,
the 4 MW turbine system will satisfy more of the electrical demand for a lower long-
term cost. The ecological and environmental effects of construction must be considered,
and the most relevant system must be chosen based on the environmental goals of the
project. The installation and successful operation of hydrokinetic and wind turbines require
strong foundations to be made. For wind turbines, this is usually in the form of concrete
foundations, while for hydrokinetic turbines a steel monopile is driven deep into the sea
floor. In each case, animal habitats can be badly affected if care is not taken.

There are new technologies emerging within the tidal energy generation industry that
could significantly reduce the effect of turbine foundation disturbance. A company called
Orbital Marine [44] is developing a floating platform with hydrokinetic turbines fixed
underneath, held in the current stream by anchors and greatly decreasing the ecological
effect compared to steel monopiles. Companies such as Equinor are developing similar
technology with floating offshore wind turbines [45]; however, it is difficult to reduce the
foundations and construction required for onshore wind turbines. Instead, the specific
locations of the turbines must be of greater importance, with efforts made to avoid wildlife
corridors or areas with thriving and healthy ecological systems.

While solar panels represent the highest Net Present Cost solutions in many cases,
they can be installed directly on to buildings and as such do not require large natural areas
to be used in some cases. The amount of solar panels used in the solar only systems would
require more space than just roofs to be used; however, the construction and foundations
required for solar panels are significantly less than that for hydrokinetic or wind turbines.
For each system, a certain area is required in which to install the generation and storage
equipment. This area varies based on the size of the electrical demand being satisfied, since
this contributes to whether a large or small number of each component is required. The
spacing required for wind turbines is generally considered to be between 5 and 7 times
the rotor diameter [46,47]. For this report, a value of 6 rotor diameters is used to calculate
the area required. The rotor diameter of an Enercon 4 MW turbine is 127 m [48], meaning
spacing of 762 m is required around each side of the wind turbine.

The spacing for tidal turbines has to be greater in relative terms due to wake effects
and turbulence. As such, the spacing has to be a minimum of 10 rotor diameters; otherwise,
there are significant effects on power production [49]. The AR1500 hydro turbine has a
rotor diameter of 18 m [50], meaning a spacing of at least 180 m is required to reduce
wake effects.

The Tesla Megapack has a capacity of 2529 kWh, and a floor area of 11.89 m2 per
2529 kW [51]. The required area for each component is shown in Table 13. This area is
calculated by designing an array of the number of required turbines, then multiplying
the hypothetical lengths of the sides of the array. The area of the converter is assumed to
be negligible.

Analysis of the required areas shows that the lithium ion battery space required is
always feasible, since the area required is less than that of a football pitch, except for in
Manchester, which would require one-and-a-half pitches worth of area.

The area required for the tidal turbines in the Bristol simulation is also feasible. The
width of the channel at the location of Avonmouth is roughly 8 km, and there are thus a
large number of tidal turbine array shapes that would easily cover the required area of
1.36 km2. As an example, an array of 6 × 7 turbines could be used, which would keep the
turbines to a select area of 1080 m × 1260 m. This would be a beneficial layout for a number
of reasons; firstly, because it keeps the turbines closest to the highest tidal resource, and
secondly because it does not interfere as much with the other operations within the channel,
such as ship movements. By having a select area of turbines rather than a long line, the
turbine array can avoid shipping activities. For the wind turbines, the areas required are far
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greater and as such create more difficulty in finding acceptable locations. In reality, turbines
will have to be placed at multiple different sites surrounding each location, as opposed
to having one specific location at which all the turbines are placed. Consideration will
also need to be taken with regard to national parks or areas of outstanding natural beauty,
because while these may provide plenty of space to build turbines, they are protected areas
and as such are generally not feasible to use for turbine construction.

Table 13. Required areas for system components.

Location Wind Turbine Area
(km2)

Hydro Turbine Area
(km2)

Lithium Ion Battery
Area (m2)

Bournemouth 64.5 0 6542
Brighton 40.6 0 4237

Bristol 73.2 1.36 6238
Exeter 23.4 0 2423

Leicester 56.9 0 5869
Manchester 109.2 0 11,613
Newcastle 51.7 0 5231
Plymouth 39.5 0 3921

Portsmouth 39.5 0 3855
Swansea 40.1 0 3913

5. Conclusions

The analysis has proved that hybrid energy systems consisting of multiple different
generation methods at specific locations around the UK can successfully supply the power
load required at a notably lower Net Present Cost than the base grid system. The most
effective generation for each comes solely from wind turbines, with the exception of Bristol,
which also utilises hydrokinetic turbines. All of the lowest Net Present Cost systems also
utilised a lithium ion battery and converter within the system architecture. The trend
also showed that the larger the wind turbine, the lower the Net Present Cost due to the
economies of scale associated with larger turbines. At each location, the solar energy
generation had a lower Net Present Cost than the base system. However, this was still
significantly higher than the wind turbine systems.
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Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps
6B 6 11 0.309 0.566 3 5 0.154 0.257 23 43 1.183 2.212 3 5 0.154 0.257
5B 12 24 0.617 1.235 5 11 0.257 0.566 16 29 0.823 1.492 4 7 0.206 0.360
4B 17 33 0.875 1.698 9 19 0.463 0.977 9 16 0.463 0.823 4 8 0.206 0.412
3B 18 37 0.926 1.903 13 26 0.669 1.338 6 11 0.309 0.566 3 7 0.154 0.360
2B 14 28 0.720 1.440 14 25 0.720 1.286 16 30 0.823 1.543 2 4 0.103 0.206
1B 6 12 0.309 0.617 9 17 0.463 0.875 20 38 1.029 1.955 1 1 0.051 0.051

HW 2 5 0.103 0.257 3 5 0.154 0.257 20 37 1.029 1.903 2 3 0.103 0.154
1A 9 19 0.463 0.977 4 8 0.206 0.412 20 37 1.029 1.903 4 7 0.206 0.360
2A 16 32 0.823 1.646 10 19 0.514 0.977 17 32 0.875 1.646 5 9 0.257 0.463
3A 18 36 0.926 1.852 13 25 0.669 1.286 7 13 0.360 0.669 5 10 0.257 0.514
4A 13 27 0.669 1.389 13 22 0.669 1.132 18 34 0.926 1.749 3 6 0.154 0.309
5A 5 11 0.257 0.566 11 19 0.566 0.977 31 58 1.595 2.984 1 2 0.051 0.103
6A 3 6 0.154 0.309 6 11 0.309 0.566 26 48 1.338 2.469 2 4 0.103 0.206

CALCULATED 
AVERAGE 0.072 0.797 0 0.297 0.3577 2.335 0 0 NA NA NA NA

Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps Springs Neaps
6B 7 13 0.360 0.669 11 22 0.566 1.132 6 12 0.309 0.617 12 26 0.617 1.338
5B 3 5 0.154 0.257 10 20 0.514 1.029 18 36 0.926 1.852 5 10 0.257 0.514
4B 1 2 0.051 0.103 10 21 0.514 1.080 22 45 1.132 2.315 6 13 0.309 0.669
3B 4 8 0.206 0.412 7 13 0.360 0.669 22 45 1.132 2.315 17 37 0.875 1.903
2B 7 12 0.360 0.617 14 29 0.720 1.492 17 35 0.875 1.801 21 46 1.080 2.366
1B 9 16 0.463 0.823 15 30 0.772 1.543 6 13 0.309 0.669 18 39 0.926 2.006

HW 6 11 0.309 0.566 12 25 0.617 1.286 6 12 0.309 0.617 12 25 0.617 1.286
1A 4 7 0.206 0.360 11 22 0.566 1.132 19 39 0.977 2.006 6 13 0.309 0.669
2A 0 0 0.000 0.000 9 18 0.463 0.926 21 43 1.080 2.212 4 8 0.206 0.412
3A 4 7 0.206 0.360 5 10 0.257 0.514 20 41 1.029 2.109 13 27 0.669 1.389
4A 7 13 0.360 0.669 2 3 0.103 0.154 15 31 0.772 1.595 17 37 0.875 1.903
5A 8 14 0.412 0.720 10 21 0.514 1.080 6 12 0.309 0.617 18 38 0.926 1.955
6A 6 12 0.309 0.617 11 22 0.566 1.132 4 7 0.206 0.360 14 31 0.720 1.595

CALCULATED 
AVERAGE 0 0.014 0 0.458 0.196 1.778 0.107 1.381

Speed (knots) Speed (m/s)
Exeter

Speed (knots) Speed (m/s)

Not required

Speed (knots) Speed (m/s)Speed (knots) Speed (m/s)Speed (knots) Speed (m/s)

Not required

Speed (knots) Speed (m/s) Speed (knots) Speed (m/s) Speed (knots) Speed (m/s) Speed (knots)

Not required Not required Not required

Not required Not required Not required

Time step
Newcastle Plymouth Portsmouth Swansea

Locations tidal data

Speed (m/s)

NA

Bournemouth Brighton Bristol
Locations tidal speed data

Time step

NA NANA

Leicester Manchester
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Inflation rate 2.00%

Location Wind turbine used NPC COE Operating cost / yr Initial capital
Discounted 

payback 
time

Renewable 
fraction Wind Hydro Solar Lithium ion Converter Wind Hydro Solar Lithium ion Converter Wind Hydro Solar TOTAL

BASE £3,713,235,000 £0.19500 £287,235,000 £0 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0
EWT900 £1,214,982,000 £0.04650 £46,497,410 £613,886,210 2.73 92.8 403 0 0 1,146,221 179,513 £403,000,000 £0 £0 £157,032,277 £53,853,933 1,921,469,343 0 0 1,921,469,343
GE 2.5 £1,068,919,000 £0.02964 £56,870,160 £333,729,499 1.54 91.0 166 0 0 8,658 1,811 £332,000,000 £0 £0 £1,186,146 £543,353 2,538,902,714 0 0 2,538,902,714

Enercon 4 £1,025,596,000 £0.03543 £37,825,780 £536,602,985 2.28 95.0 111 0 0 1,391,183 228,370 £277,500,000 £0 £0 £190,592,071 £68,510,914 2,187,145,036 0 0 2,187,145,036
BASE £2,339,364,000 £0.19500 £180,960,000 £0 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £770,140,800 £0.04702 £29,666,630 £386,624,947 2.73 92.7 254 0 0 716,064 115,081 £254,000,000 £0 £0 £98,100,768 £34,524,179 1,202,626,301 0 0 1,202,626,301
GE 2.5 £679,006,100 £0.02990 £36,195,380 £211,089,651 1.55 90.9 105 0 0 5,455 1,141 £210,000,000 £0 £0 £747,335 £342,316 1,596,989,231 0 0 1,596,989,231

Enercon 4 £651,319,500 £0.35930 £24,028,150 £340,695,218 2.30 94.9 70 0 0 901,061 140,833 £175,000,000 £0 £0 £123,445,357 £42,249,861 1,369,706,117 0 0 1,369,706,117
BASE £4,459,411,000 £0.19500 £344,955,000 £0 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £1,488,525,000 £0.04578 £56,531,040 £757,719,328 2.84 92.6 443 59 0 980,615 174,484 £443,000,000 £128,030,000 £0 £134,344,255 £52,345,073 1,938,675,906 384,254,788 0 2,322,930,694
GE 2.5 £1,221,856,000 £0.03007 £55,497,780 £504,407,170 1.86 92.8 172 60 0 154,180 30,282 £344,000,000 £130,200,000 £0 £21,122,660 £9,084,510 2,533,210,960 390,767,581 0 2,923,978,541

Enercon 4 £1,219,563,000 £0.34150 £43,485,680 £657,401,110 2.32 95.2 126 42 0 1,326,536 231,752 £315,000,000 £91,140,000 £0 £181,735,432 £69,525,678 2,412,776,095 273,537,307 0 2,686,313,402
BASE £1,396,559,000 £0.19500 £108,030,000 £0 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £462,522,700 £0.04712 £17,755,880 £232,983,244 2.76 92.7 153 0 0 437,440 66,847 £153,000,000 £0 £0 £59,929,280 £20,053,964 721,007,989 0 0 721,007,989
GE 2.5 £403,794,200 £0.03012 £21,585,070 £124,752,893 1.53 90.8 62 0 0 3,721 810 £124,000,000 £0 £0 £509,777 £243,116 941,641,623 0 0 941,641,623

Enercon 4 £386,684,100 £0.03471 £14,180,910 £203,360,176 2.29 95.1 43 0 0 513,315 85,120 £107,500,000 £0 £0 £70,324,155 £25,536,021 842,060,338 0 0 842,060,338
BASE £3,302,334,000 £0.19500 £255,450,000 £0 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £1,051,331,000 £0.04534 £40,023,720 £533,923,310 2.65 93.1 349 0 0 1,003,796 158,011 £349,000,000 £0 £0 £137,520,052 £47,403,258 1,709,708,310 0 0 1,709,708,310
GE 2.5 £928,647,800 £0.02933 £49,590,740 £287,562,735 1.48 91.0 143 0 0 7,741 1,674 £286,000,000 £0 £0 £1,060,517 £502,218 2,229,556,019 0 0 2,229,556,019

Enercon 4 £898,865,200 £0.03473 £32,602,570 £477,394,895 2.27 95.3 98 0 0 1,248,090 204,689 £245,000,000 £0 £0 £170,988,330 £61,406,565 1,962,525,086 0 0 1,962,525,086
BASE £6,412,991,000 £0.19500 £496,073,000 £0 NA 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £2,010,327,000 £0.04431 £75,794,300 £1,030,494,835 2.62 93.4 675 0 0 1,922,440 307,069 £675,000,000 £0 £0 £263,374,280 £92,120,555 3,354,196,607 0 0 3,354,196,607
GE 2.5 £1,795,588,000 £0.02962 £96,733,620 £545,062,607 1.45 90.8 271 0 0 14,923 3,394 £542,000,000 £0 £0 £2,044,451 £1,018,156 4,259,110,158 0 0 4,259,110,158

Enercon 4 £1,743,376,000 £0.03500 £63,087,050 £927,816,966 2.27 95.3 188 0 0 2,469,768 398,196 £470,000,000 £0 £0 £338,358,216 £119,458,750 3,780,419,229 0 0 3,780,419,229
BASE £2,992,268,000 £0.19500 £231,465,000 £0 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £956,056,800 £0.04551 £36,472,320 £484,560,234 2.66 93.1 317 0 0 909,546 143,175 £317,000,000 £0 £0 £124,607,802 £42,952,432 1,548,262,970 0 0 1,548,262,970
GE 2.5 £855,425,900 £0.03042 £46,413,910 £255,409,286 1.47 90.5 127 0 0 6,885 1,553 £254,000,000 £0 £0 £943,245 £466,041 1,968,131,899 0 0 1,968,131,899

Enercon 4 £823,653,400 £0.03532 £30,062,750 £435,016,681 2.29 95.1 89 0 0 1,131,594 191,628 £222,500,000 £0 £0 £155,028,378 £57,488,303 1,766,558,315 0 0 1,766,558,315
BASE £2,223,403,000 £0.19500 £171,990,000 £0 NA 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £745,129,000 £0.04755 £28,611,110 £375,258,469 2.80 92.6 247 0 0 696,796 109,325 £247,000,000 £0 £0 £95,461,052 £32,797,417 1,150,293,691 0 0 1,150,293,691
GE 2.5 £652,125,700 £0.03041 £34,890,090 £201,083,534 1.56 90.7 100 0 0 5,276 1,202 £200,000,000 £0 £0 £722,812 £360,722 1,504,298,632 0 0 1,504,298,632

Enercon 4 £621,136,300 £0.03554 £23,032,540 £323,382,716 2.30 94.9 68 0 0 833,792 130,511 £170,000,000 £0 £0 £114,229,504 £39,153,212 1,318,529,359 0 0 1,318,529,359
BASE £2,218,362,000 £0.19500 £171,600,000 £0 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £726,934,500 £0.04686 £28,175,330 £362,697,425 2.70 92.6 239 0 0 669,471 106,600 £239,000,000 £0 £0 £91,717,527 £31,979,898 1,137,622,905 0 0 1,137,622,905
GE 2.5 £640,068,500 £0.02978 £34,116,010 £199,033,311 1.54 90.9 99 0 0 5,173 1,082 £198,000,000 £0 £0 £708,701 £324,610 1,512,085,165 0 0 1,512,085,165

Enercon 4 £614,303,400 £0.03471 £22,531,490 £323,027,212 2.29 95.2 68 0 0 819,750 135,738 £170,000,000 £0 £0 £112,305,750 £40,721,462 1,338,319,597 0 0 1,338,319,597
BASE £2,238,529,000 £0.19500 £173,160,000 £0 NA 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 0

EWT900 £710,957,200 £0.05183 £30,377,220 £364,762,604 2.81 91.6 245 0 0 651,430 101,722 £245,000,000 £0 £0 £89,245,910 £30,516,694 1,165,285,566 0 0 1,165,285,566
GE 2.5 £655,522,800 £0.03040 £34,997,590 £203,090,921 1.56 90.7 101 0 0 5,312 1,211 £202,000,000 £0 £0 £727,744 £363,177 1,513,095,801 0 0 1,513,095,801

Enercon 4 £623,906,600 £0.03528 £23,027,590 £326,217,080 2.30 95.0 69 0 0 832,060 132,416 £172,500,000 £0 £0 £113,992,220 £39,724,860 1,334,836,900 0 0 1,334,836,900

Exeter

Portsmouth

Swansea

Newcastle

Plymouth

Leicester

Manchester

Brighton

Bristol

System information Architecture Initial capital cost Generation amounts (kWh/yr)

Bournemouth

Inflation rate 2.00%

Location Wind turbine 
used

Energy 
demand 
(GWh)

Base emissions 
(tonnes CO2e)

Renewable 
production 

(GWh)

Grid 
production 

(GWh)

Grid emissions 
(tonnes CO2e)

Wind turbine 
emissions 

(tonnes CO2e)

Hydro turbine 
emissions 

(tonnes CO2e)

Solar panel 
emissions 

(tonnes CO2e)

Lithium ion 
emissions 

(tonnes CO2e)

Emissions saved 
(tonnes CO2e) Cost per tonne

BASE 0 1473.0 376,499 0 0 0 0 0 NA
EWT900 1366.9 106.1 27,108 34,174 0 0 69,919 272,406 £4,460.19
GE 2.5 1340.4 132.6 33,885 33,511 0 0 528 342,460 £3,121.30

Enercon 4 1399.4 73.7 18,825 34,984 0 0 84,862 256,653 £3,996.04
BASE 0 928.0 237,197 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 860.3 67.7 17,315 21,506 0 0 43,680 172,010 £4,477.29
GE 2.5 843.6 84.4 21,585 21,089 0 0 333 215,775 £3,146.82

Enercon 4 880.7 47.3 12,097 22,017 0 0 54,965 160,215 £4,065.28
BASE 0 1769.0 452,156 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 1638.1 130.9 33,460 34,178 4064.6 0 59,818 354,096 £4,203.73
GE 2.5 1641.6 127.4 32,555 35,556 3290.9 0 9,405 403,905 £3,025.11

Enercon 4 1684.1 84.9 21,704 37,815 2572.3 0 80,919 330,850 £3,686.15
BASE 0 554.0 141,602 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 513.6 40.4 10,337 12,839 0 0 26,684 102,080 £4,531.00
GE 2.5 503.0 51.0 13,027 12,576 0 0 227 128,800 £3,135.06

Enercon 4 526.9 27.1 6,939 13,171 0 0 31,312 97,119 £3,981.56
BASE 0 1310.0 334,836 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 1219.6 90.4 23,104 30,490 0 0 61,232 243,114 £4,324.43
GE 2.5 1192.1 117.9 30,135 29,803 0 0 472 304,561 £3,049.13

Enercon 4 1248.4 61.6 15,737 31,211 0 0 76,133 227,492 £3,951.20
BASE 0 2544.0 650,246 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 2376.1 167.9 42,916 59,402 0 0 117,269 473,575 £4,245.00
GE 2.5 2310.0 234.0 59,823 57,749 0 0 910 591,587 £3,035.20

Enercon 4 2424.4 119.6 30,562 60,611 0 0 150,656 438,980 £3,971.43
BASE 0 1187.0 303,397 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 1105.1 81.9 20,934 27,627 0 0 55,482 220,287 £4,340.04
GE 2.5 1074.2 112.8 28,823 26,856 0 0 420 276,121 £3,098.01

Enercon 4 1128.8 58.2 14,866 28,221 0 0 69,027 206,149 £3,995.43
BASE 0 882.0 225,439 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 816.7 65.3 16,683 20,418 0 0 42,505 162,516 £4,584.95
GE 2.5 800.0 82.0 20,966 19,999 0 0 322 205,118 £3,179.27

Enercon 4 837.0 45.0 11,497 20,925 0 0 50,861 153,652 £4,042.48
BASE 0 880.0 224,928 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 814.9 65.1 16,645 20,372 0 0 40,838 163,718 £4,440.16
GE 2.5 799.9 80.1 20,468 19,998 0 0 316 204,614 £3,128.17

Enercon 4 837.8 42.2 10,797 20,944 0 0 50,005 153,979 £3,989.52
BASE 0 888.0 226,973 0 0 0 0 0 NA

EWT900 813.4 74.6 19,066 20,335 0 0 39,737 166,900 £4,259.77
GE 2.5 805.4 82.6 21,108 20,135 0 0 324 206,513 £3,174.24

Enercon 4 843.6 44.4 11,349 21,090 0 0 50,756 155,127 £4,021.90
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Locations Generation Number Lithium ion Converter Generation Lithium ion Converter Total NPC COE Operating cost / yr Initial capital Discounted 
payback time

Renewable 
fraction

Energy demand 
(GWh)

Renewable 
production (Gwh)

Grid base CO2 
(tonnes CO2e)

Generation CO2 
(tonnes CO2e)

Lithium ion CO2 
(tonnes CO2e)

Emissions saved 
(tonnes CO2e) Cost per tonne

EWT 900 403 1,146,221 179,513 £403,000,000 £157,032,277 £53,853,933 £613,886,210 £1,214,982,000 £0.0465 £46,497,410 £613,886,210 2.73 92.8 1366.9 376,499 34,174 69,919 272,406 £4,460.19
GE 2.5 166 8,658 1,811 £332,000,000 £1,186,146 £543,353 £333,729,499 £1,068,919,000 £0.0296 £56,870,160 £333,729,499 1.54 91 1340.4 376,499 33,511 528 342,460 £3,121.30

Enercon 4 111 1,391,183 228,370 £277,500,000 £190,592,071 £68,510,914 £536,602,985 £1,025,596,000 £0.0354 £37,825,780 £536,602,985 2.28 95.0 1399.4 376,499 34,984 84,862 256,653 £3,996.04
AR1500 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 376,499 0 0 0 NA

Solar 992,376 2,132,621 240,922 £832,504,407 £292,169,077 £72,276,475 £1,196,949,960 £3,076,096,000 £0.1573 £145,360,200 £1,196,949,960 10.93 56.9 838.1 376,499 48,612 130,090 197,797 £15,551.79
EWT 900 254 716,064 115,081 £254,000,000 £98,100,768 £34,524,179 £386,624,947 £770,140,800 £0.0470 £29,666,630 £386,624,947 2.73 92.7 860.3 237,197 21,506 43,680 172,010 £4,477.29

GE 2.5 105 5,455 1,141 £210,000,000 £747,335 £342,316 £211,089,651 £679,006,100 £0.0299 £36,195,380 £211,089,651 1.55 90.9 843.6 237,197 21,089 333 215,775 £3,146.82
Enercon 4 72 926,020 139,335 £180,000,000 £126,864,740 £41,800,470 £348,665,210 £652,437,900 £0.0351 £23,424,850 £348,665,210 2.35 95.4 885.3 237,197 22,133 56,487 158,577 £4,114.33
AR1500 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 237,197 0 0 0 NA

Solar 622,514 1,334,747 152,329 £522,231,466 £182,860,339 £45,698,822 £750,790,627 £1,936,453,000 £0.1571 £91,716,160 £750,790,627 10.89 56.8 527.1 237,197 30,572 81,420 125,205 £15,466.23
EWT 900 522 1,421,316 225,159 £522,000,000 £194,720,292 £67,547,563 £784,267,855 £1,565,226,000 £0.0490 £60,410,560 £784,267,855 2.95 92.3 1632.8 452,156 40,820 86,700 324,636 £4,821.47

GE 2.5 201 10,582 2,412 £402,000,000 £1,449,734 £723,490 £404,173,224 £1,329,947,000 £0.0314 £71,612,690 £404,173,224 1.57 90.3 1597.4 452,156 39,935 646 411,576 £3,231.35
Enercon 4 143 1,568,430 263,669 £3,575,000,000 £214,874,910 £79,100,688 £3,868,975,598 £1,247,097,000 £0.0343 £46,073,960 £3,868,975,598 2.31 95.1 1682.3 452,156 42,058 95,674 314,424 £3,966.29
AR1500 210 37,078 13,510 £455,700,000 £5,079,686 £4,052,854 £464,832,540 £2,879,622,000 £0.0973 £186,794,500 £464,832,540 6.29 59.7 1056.1 452,156 15,841 2,262 434,053 £6,634.26

Solar 1,092,251 1,783,756 267,707 £916,288,664 £244,374,572 £80,312,174 £1,240,975,410 £4,036,222,000 £0.1735 £216,224,600 £1,240,975,410 13.27 43.2 764.2 452,156 44,324 108,809 299,023 £13,498.02
EWT 900 153 437,440 66,847 £153,000,000 £59,929,280 £20,053,964 £232,983,244 £462,522,700 £0.0471 £17,755,880 £232,983,244 2.76 92.7 1639.9 141,602 40,997 26,684 73,922 £6,256.90

GE 2.5 62 3,721 810 £124,000,000 £509,777 £243,116 £124,752,893 £403,794,200 £0.0301 £21,585,070 £124,752,893 1.53 90.8 503.0 141,602 12,576 227 128,800 £3,135.06
Enercon 4 43 513,315 85,120 £107,500,000 £70,324,155 £25,536,021 £203,360,176 £386,684,100 £0.0347 £14,180,910 £203,360,176 2.29 95.1 526.9 141,602 13,171 31,312 97,119 £3,981.56
AR1500 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0.0 141,602 0 0 0 NA

Solar 365,585 738,952 89,596 £306,696,470 £101,236,424 £26,878,843 £434,811,737 £1,201,134,000 £0.1639 £59,278,350 £434,811,737 11.80 52.2 289.2 141,602 16,773 45,076 79,753 £15,060.59
EWT 900 392 1,066,051 164,636 £392,000,000 £146,048,987 £49,390,849 £587,439,836 £1,173,844,000 £0.0494 £45,360,920 £587,439,836 3 92.2 1207.8 334,836 30,196 65,029 239,611 £4,898.95

GE 2.5 152 7,550 1,774 £304,000,000 £1,034,350 £532,077 £305,566,427 £995,671,000 £0.0313 £53,382,610 £305,566,427 1.61 90.4 1184.2 334,836 29,606 461 304,769 £3,266.96
Enercon 4 106 1,090,446 192,106 £265,000,000 £149,391,102 £57,631,934 £472,023,036 £926,686,300 £0.0345 £35,170,200 £472,023,036 2.27 94.7 1240.6 334,836 31,014 66,517 237,305 £3,905.05
AR1500 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 334,836 0 0 0 #DIV/0!

Solar 825,677 1,445,766 204,366 £692,662,653 £198,069,942 £61,309,925 £952,042,520 £2,959,152,000 £0.1715 £155,258,700 £952,042,520 12.95 45.4 594.7 334,836 34,495 88,192 212,149 £13,948.44
EWT 900 759 2,086,262 314,095 £759,000,000 £285,817,894 £94,228,585 £1,139,046,479 £2,287,276,000 £0.0498 £88,820,590 £1,139,046,479 3 92.1 2343.0 650,246 58,576 127,262 464,409 £4,925.13

GE 2.5 295 14,661 3,444 £590,000,000 £2,008,557 £1,033,284 £593,041,841 £1,939,019,000 £0.0315 £104,117,200 £593,041,841 1.61 90.3 2297.2 650,246 57,431 894 591,921 £3,275.81
Enercon 4 206 2,233,360 370,509 £515,000,000 £305,970,320 £111,152,689 £932,123,009 £1,805,709,000 £0.0347 £67,575,700 £932,123,009 2.31 94.9 2414.3 650,246 60,356 136,235 453,655 £3,980.36
AR1500 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 650,246 0 0 0 NA

Solar 1,599,411 2,846,005 396,929 £1,341,739,144 £389,902,685 £119,078,765 £1,850,720,594 £5,711,050,000 £0.1704 £298,613,400 £1,850,720,594 12.70 46.1 1172.8 650,246 68,021 173,606 408,619 £13,976.48
EWT 900 326 926,847 143,140 £326,000,000 £126,978,039 £42,941,989 £495,920,028 £997,490,200 £0.0477 £38,798,640 £495,920,028 2.75 92.4 1096.8 303,397 27,420 56,538 219,440 £4,545.62

GE 2.5 134 6,977 1,460 £268,000,000 £955,849 £437,855 £269,393,704 £871,754,900 £0.0302 £46,595,270 £269,393,704 1.55 90.8 1077.8 303,397 26,945 426 276,027 £3,158.23
Enercon 4 92 1,086,521 185,224 £230,000,000 £148,853,377 £55,567,347 £434,420,724 £831,778,000 £0.0350 £30,737,320 £434,420,724 2.29 95 1127.7 303,397 28,191 66,278 208,928 £3,981.17
AR1500 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 303,397 0 0 0 NA

Solar 767,756 1,388,777 185,610 £644,073,394 £190,262,449 £55,682,870 £890,018,713 £2,669,068,000 £0.1708 £137,617,200 £890,018,713 12.90 46.9 556.7 303,397 32,289 84,715 186,393 £14,319.57
EWT 900 233 688,564 108,976 £233,000,000 £94,333,268 £32,692,666 £360,025,934 £700,268,400 £0.0451 £26,319,240 £360,025,934 2.64 93.4 823.8 225,439 20,595 42,002 162,842 £4,300.29

GE 2.5 95 5,108 1,129 £190,000,000 £699,796 £338,734 £191,038,530 £633,622,400 £0.0300 £34,235,800 £191,038,530 1.47 90.7 800.0 225,439 19,999 312 205,128 £3,088.91
Enercon 4 64 865,268 140,924 £160,000,000 £118,541,716 £42,277,342 £320,819,058 £612,751,700 £0.0365 £22,582,260 £320,819,058 2.27 94.9 837.0 225,439 20,925 52,781 151,732 £4,038.37
AR1500 0 0 0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 0 0 0 225,439 0 0 0 NA

Solar 580,446 1,215,035 142,218 £486,940,883 £166,459,795 £42,665,375 £696,066,053 £1,876,384,000 £0.1606 £91,302,770 £696,066,053 11.27 54.1 477.2 225,439 27,675 74,117 123,647 £15,175.37
EWT 900 239 669,471 106,600 £239,000,000 £91,717,527 £31,979,898 £362,697,425 £726,934,500 £0.0469 £28,175,330 £362,697,425 2.7 92.6 814.9 224,928 20,372 40,838 163,718 £4,440.16

GE 2.5 99 5,173 1,082 £198,000,000 £708,701 £324,610 £199,033,311 £640,068,500 £0.0298 £34,116,010 £199,033,311 1.54 90.9 799.9 224,928 19,998 316 204,614 £3,128.17
Enercon 4 68 819,750 135,738 £170,000,000 £112,305,750 £40,721,462 £323,027,212 £614,303,400 £0.0347 £22,531,490 £323,027,212 2.29 95.2 837.8 224,928 20,944 50,005 153,979 £3,989.52
AR1500 164 129,112 23,521 £355,880,000 £17,688,344 £7,056,420 £380,624,764 £1,663,651,000 £0.1266 £99,247,660 £380,624,764 6.41 52.9 465.5 224,928 6,983 7,876 210,069 £7,919.53

Solar 585,239 1,262,617 144,063 £490,961,683 £172,978,529 £43,218,788 £707,159,000 £1,835,780,000 £0.1572 £87,303,780 £707,159,000 10.85 56.5 497.2 224,928 28,838 77,020 119,071 £15,417.55
EWT 900 245 651,430 101,722 £245,000,000 £89,245,910 £30,516,694 £364,762,604 £710,957,200 £0.0518 £30,377,220 £364,762,604 2.81 91.6 813.4 226,973 20,335 39,737 166,900 £4,259.77

GE 2.5 101 5,312 1,211 £202,000,000 £727,744 £363,177 £203,090,921 £655,522,800 £0.0304 £34,997,590 £203,090,921 1.56 90.7 805.4 226,973 20,135 324 206,513 £3,174.24
Enercon 4 69 832,060 132,416 £172,500,000 £113,992,220 £39,724,860 £326,217,080 £623,906,600 £0.0353 £23,027,590 £326,217,080 2.3 95 843.6 226,973 21,090 50,756 155,127 £4,021.90
AR1500 203 224,511 33,907 £440,510,000 £30,758,007 £10,172,231 £481,440,238 £2,077,099,000 £0.1786 £123,431,200 £481,440,238 15.07 34.0 301.9 226,973 4,529 13,695 208,749 £9,950.23

Solar 537,944 890,396 135,244 £451,286,671 £121,984,252 £40,567,204 £613,838,127 £2,022,836,000 £0.1733 £108,992,100 £613,838,127 13.11 42.8 380.1 226,973 22,044 54,314 150,615 £13,430.51
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